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Abstract 
Cultural heritage, as an evolving pattern of human interaction, vitalizes members of society. And in our present day world where 
globalization plays a major role, cultural studies, rather than adherence to literary studies, have gained  significance.  Thus there 
has been a trend to shift from traditional literary studies to cultural studies, which takes us to the concept around which this paper 
is formed. The novel Tales from the Expat Harem: Foreign Women in Modern Turkey by Anastasia Ashman and Jennifer Eaton 
Gokmen was used and students were asked to write briefly what they learned about the Turkish culture, and their overall views 
on the book. Interestingly enough, almost all of them believed the book exposed them to a culture they had no prior knowledge 
about, and a good number of them thought they should follow the footsteps of the expats and immerse themselves in new 
cultures. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Academic World Education and Research Center. 
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1. Introduction 
     It is a reality that education and culture are closely related to each other. In fact, it is impossible to say whether it 
is the education that influences culture or the culture influences the educational system within that society. One 
thing is clear though; these two closely are intertwined. We should not put this fact into oblivion; in this 
globalization era, society has become more multicultural than ever before, and educational systems are challenged 
with the issues of cultural diversity of students in the college context. 
     Cultural heritage, as an evolving pattern of human interaction, vitalizes members of society. And in our present 
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day world where globalization plays a major role, cultural studies, rather than adherence to literary studies, have 
gained significance.  Thus there has been a trend to shift from traditional literary studies to cultural studies, which 
takes us to the concept around which this paper is formed.  
    Since we are living in a multicultural society, we, as educators, need to reconsider our curricula and integrate 
cultural elements so as to raise awareness in students about what culture is, and to expose students to foreign 
cultures.     
     Culture, which is viewed as stable and dynamic, deals with the themes of shared values, beliefs and behaviors 
that are transmitted through generations.  However, it must not be put into oblivion that cultural and social identities 
may change or even do change through time due to interaction with other cultures, because of immigration, 
education, and even due to the changes in the living standards. 
     Multicultural education aims to empower students by considering their needs.  Students are hence expected to 
become aware of how issues of race, ethnicity, culture, language, religion, gender, and abilities/disabilities are 
intertwined with educational process and content. A curriculum that incorporates cultural studies with fair and 
accurate content in the course will definitely equip students with the following skills: 
o students will feel prepared for diverse workplaces and multicultural environments 
o students will feel less biased toward stereotypes and policies that can restrict achievement 
o students will comprehend how acquisition of these skills will help accommodate diverse teaching styles of 
teachers and learning patterns of students      
o the curriculum will help students, faculty, and staff to become advocates for multicultural awareness 
(Aydin, 2012) 
     Following consolidation in 2013, Middle Georgia State College began to assume an international identity and 
hence faculty have been encouraged to integrate cultural contexts into their course syllabus. This was the starting 
point for assigning the novel Tales from the Expat Harem: Foreign Women in Modern Turkey by Anastasia Ashman 
and Jennifer Eaton Gokmen as a common reader.  
     The editors describe the book as, “ an illuminating anthology [that] provides a window into the country from the 
perspective of thirty-two expatriates from seven different nations—artists, entrepreneurs, Peace Corps volunteers, 
archaeologists, missionaries, and others—who established lives in Turkey for work, love, or adventure. Through 
narrative essays covering the last four decades, these diverse women unveil the mystique of the “Orient,” describe 
religious conflict, embrace cultural discovery, and maneuver familial traditions, customs, and responsibilities. The 
essays take readers to weddings and workplaces, down cobbled Byzantine streets, into boisterous bazaars along the 
Silk Road, and deep into the feminine stronghold of steamy Ottoman bathhouses.”  
     After reading the chapters in the novel, the students were asked to write down briefly what they learned about the 
Turkish culture, and their overall views on the book. Interestingly enough, almost all of them believed the book 
exposed them to a culture they had no prior knowledge about, and a good number of them thought they should 
follow the footsteps of the expats and immerse themselves in new cultures.  
     The comments and the interesting views of the students concerning a novel that has a setting beyond the 
boundaries of their own homeland form the basis of this qualitative paper. Exposition to a very distant culture 
reaped its benefits. Students showed tremendous interest in learning about foreign cultures as this gave them a better 
understanding of why people act in ways differing from their very own.  
2.  Tales from the Expat Harem: Foreign Women in Modern Turkey 
The novel is comprised of the travels of thirty two women from the USA, England, Australia, Pakistan, Ireland, 
Netherlands, African American with Canadian roots and Holland.  As one reads through the pages, one realizes that 
all the experiences of the women are unique and are predominantly told by these travelers which makes it a first 
hand account of all of their ordeals on Turkish soil. It is worthwhile mentioning the issues that inspired these 
travelers: relations in rural areas, rural wedding, urban wedding, Turkish bath (urban and rural), attitudes, belly 
dancing, arranged marriages, open market, Turkish hospitality, and food. Each and every issue is highlighted with 
interesting personal experiences of the travelers. 
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3. Literature Review 
The paper aims at delving into the topic of how learning through culturally diverse texts enhances students’ 
adaptability to the current era. Parish and VanBerschot in their article on “Cultural dimensions of learning” claim 
that numerous factors are converging that make teaching and learning in cross-cultural and multicultural contexts 
more commonplace. Expanding world trade and globalization of industry, finance, and many professions are 
creating a world in which cross-cultural interactions occur more frequently than at any time in the past. 
     Taking it from this point onwards, then it becomes possible to state that while teaching culture, we also teach 
skills, knowledge and attitudes. Hence, as the students worked on the common reader, they were exposed to a 
variety of aspects of a culture they were completely alien to;  however, their efforts to connect with the newly 
learned culture showed that regardless of the cultural background, we always try to empathize so as to comprehend 
the situations better. Unconciously, the students were acculturating themselves and hence avoiding cultural bias 
which could impede the goals of the reading (Parish and VanBerschot, 2010).  
      As Rey Gomez writes in his article “Teaching with a Multicultural Perspective,” all countries exhibit great 
diversity and this leads to the need for understanding and accepting the differences among all people. Thus 
implementing a book with a multicultural context allows students to see the differences and also accept those 
differences from vastly different cultural backgrounds which are explicitly narrated in works of travel literature.  
     Travel literature which has gained popularity and significance among literary circles enables the reader to 
transport to different places, to different peoples, and hence to different cultural and social settings. The travel writer 
should know how to reproduce what he sees, as he is possessed in the highest degree with those qualities that make 
an artist out of a simple narrator. Belinda Loule, in her article that is designed to enhance student understanding and 
response, acknowledges the vast impact reading in travel literature has on students taking classes which foster 
multicultural studies. 
     In our age and time, tertiary institutions pay close attention to diversity, and the University System of Georgia 
fosters diversity by creating an environment that understands and embraces the value of diversity and inclusion. 
Hence, through the appropriate curricula, students will be exposed to the core values of diversity which will help 
them bear the consequences of working in multicultural contexts after graduation.    
4. Design and Methods 
The purpose of qualitative research is to understand and explain participant meaning. Qualitative research 
investigates and describes what goes on in a particular study or situation.  How people make sense out of their lives 
is a major concern of this research (Frankel & Wallen, 2008).  The researchers in this study were interested in 
insight, discovery, and interpretation of data collected to reach certain unpredictable conclusions.  The approach 
used was a multiple case study.  Two first year college English classes were used.  Variables were age and gender. 
Ages ranged from 16 to 60 years, and there were 23 males and 27 females participating. Data was collected through 
written assignments.  Student comments were anonymous and labeled only as male or female.  The study attempted 
to understand the students’ feelings concerning three particular cultural issues. 
5. Data Analysis and Summary of Results 
The first topic had to do with choices and opinions.  In the story, The Painting or the Boy, a foreign woman who 
owned a hotel in Istanbul hung a picture in the lobby that her desk clerk, Halim, said was “against Islam.”  He 
demanded that she take it down.  She hesitated because she was the boss and felt the staff should not tell her what to 
do. But she said she would do research to see if the painting was disrespectful.  When she found out it was, she took 
the painting down and gained the respect of her worker.  Student comments indicate that students tried to understand 
the situation and to empathize with both the owner and her Turkish worker and their roles in that culture. The story 
taught conflict resolution and taught about understanding alternative points of view. Students also showed evidence 
that they generally agreed with the woman’s summary of the situation when she said that although she had lived in 
Turkey three years, her choices and opinions did not always match those of the Turkish people around her. 
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The second topic concerned the hamam, the Turkish bath.  It is a place for women to get together, cleanse their 
minds and naked bodies, socialize, and pick out a bride for their son (although the last is not the sole reason for the 
hamam).  Women receive a body scrubbing by other women using a rough woven glove, or kese.  Male and female 
students had different reactions when they learned about the hamam.  The male students generally could not relate  
to the stories they read. They questioned why they had to read stories only from the female writers’ perspectives. 
Male students felt very uncomfortable and made a number of negative remarks.  The female students, on the other 
hand, seemed to better understand the ancient ritual of the hamam and the concept of bonding and of new 
beginnings.    The topic encouraged all students to reflect and think critically about what they had read. 
The third topic explored women and marriage.  In the stories read, four women experienced some form of love, 
relationship, or marriage while in Turkey and students found the Turkish customs to be very different from the 
customs in the U.S.  Student comments indicated that they found some of the Turkish customs to be amazing 
because they were so very unusual. Most students who were from southern states unanimously agreed that Turkish 
hospitality had far more tangible friendliness This topic allowed students to understand better and appreciate their 
own culture while recognizing its differences and similarities to other cultures. 
     Sample student responses are found in Appendix A. 
6. Conclusion  
What’s in a culture?  What’s in a novel?  Cultural studies that integrate diverse readings can lead to student 
personal growth and development and to classrooms that value cultural differences.  Understanding different 
cultures leads to diversity.  If students cannot be given the opportunity to travel abroad, then integrating books in the 
classroom that expose them to foreign cultures becomes more meaningful. As students in the first year college 
English classrooms read and recorded their thoughts in writing, they clarified their own values.  The various stories 
were the beginning of an attempt to develop cultural literacy in students who were previously unaware of the 
Turkish culture, and students were able to compare that culture to their own. Students learned to respect and 
embrace the foreign culture and to appreciate the differences perceived.  The goal was to begin to develop an 
awareness for diverse cultures that could help enable students to live and work in this multicultural society and to 
initiate an appreciation for divergent cultures that could last a lifetime. 
 
Appendix  A.  Sample student responses 
 
        A.1. Male responses – The Painting                                                  A.1. Female responses –The Painting 
 
The employer felt empathy for Halim                                          The story reminded me a lot of myself 
Roles can be very different in Turkey                                           Halim was so devout that he would risk his job 
The boy was right about everything                                              She got to keep a great employee 
I was surprised by the ending                                                        She upheld her authority but also respected the boy’s religion 
I learned a little life lesson                                                             A serious story of compromise 
She swallowed her pride and took the picture down                     The painting exposed the religious differences they had 
She ended up getting more respect                                                The Muslim religion has always left me feeling perplexed 
Would you want to offend someone in his own country?             Each culture has certain ways of doing things 
Halim has respect for her willingness to understand and              People should go outside their comfort zones and try to                                   
    accept the culture of others                                                           experience new customs 
She made a promise to Halim and kept it                                      Halim respected his boss more after the removal 
This novel has opened up something I never would                      She made a change that benefitted the employee and made 
    have thought of about Turkey and how different                          everyone happy 
    your roles are based on if you are male or female                      It made me sad to see he was right 
I can see how a devout Muslim might find it offensive                 It is rare to find an employer who cares so much about 
                                                                                                           the opinions of employees. 
                              
  A.2.Male responses – The Hamam                                               A.2.Female responses – The Hamam 
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This is hard, if not impossible, to relate to                                     A little too over-dramatic to be true 
It depicts women dealing with insecurities                                    A story of confirmation, acceptance, and bonding 
I wish this book dealt with a diversity I could understand            There was a connection to the past of 100 years ago 
These were uncomfortable topics                                                  I would feel violated 
I hope the rest of the book does not contain these topics              Turks are much more generous, giving, and selfless 
It was awkward to read.  I really could not relate                          Americans are more selfish and self-serving 
She evolved as a person                                                                 The cleansing made her feel new again, rejuvenated  
I could not imagine such a place being available to women          Being naked takes down the barrier between judgments 
The hamam can be a spiritual, religious experience                      The hamam was an uplifting experience.  I would love to go  
The story was odd – negative                                                         She learned a hard lesson – there can always be a new beginning 
Certain details could have been left out                                          It was about the shedding of past foolishness 
I was uncomfortable with the content                                             She transitions from insecure to confident 
With each brush of the kese, the old skin was removed                 She found peace within herself 
   and her old mindset went away as well                                        It can be relaxing and encouraging to find yourself 
 
     A.3.Male responses – Women and Marriage                                       A.3.Female responses – Women and Marriage 
 
When the wedding ritual was described, it reminded me                I was shocked that the relationships and customs were much  
   of a Disney movie                                                                           different in Turkey 
The stories made me want to experience some of these things      The men actually express their feelings. 
I did not agree with the dating rules when I compared them          In Turkey the men call soon after the first date 
It was like reading as episode of “Sex in the City”                         I was shocked to find out many marriages are arranged 
Turkish men are so affectionate and loving towards women          I was fascinated that the bride can wear red 
It made me wish that our customs were more like theirs                Turkish suitors thought they were in love after just meeting 
There is one similarity in the U.S. and Turkey – women               Turkish people are happier with life in general 
  tend to stay with a guy who is stupid                                            I really respect this country and its people 
The stories gave me knowledge I never would have gained           Turkish weddings can be sad, something I never considered 
  if I had not read them                                                                    Weddings can be theatrical and last multiple days 
                                                                                                         Turkish men treated their dates like princesses 
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